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Need for Higher Quality Protein CrystalsNeed for Higher Quality Protein Crystals

�� Structural Genomics RevolutionStructural Genomics Revolution

�� Time required to determine a structure has Time required to determine a structure has 

gone from 20 years to a few hours (if you have gone from 20 years to a few hours (if you have 

highhigh--quality crystals)quality crystals)

�� Growing Importance of StructureGrowing Importance of Structure--based based 

Drug DesignDrug Design

�� All pharmaceutical/biotech companies would All pharmaceutical/biotech companies would 

use protein structural information to guide use protein structural information to guide 

their drug discovery (provided the protein their drug discovery (provided the protein 

structure is available)structure is available)



�� NIHNIH’’s Highs High--throughput Structural Genomics throughput Structural Genomics 

Centers of ExcellenceCenters of Excellence

�� Have crystallized 21,139 proteins out of  Have crystallized 21,139 proteins out of  

proteins purifiedproteins purified

�� Less than 27% of the proteins crystallized Less than 27% of the proteins crystallized 

yielded crystals of suitable quality to yield an yielded crystals of suitable quality to yield an 

XX--ray  structural solutionray  structural solution

�� 15,511 proteins have been crystallized but the 15,511 proteins have been crystallized but the 

crystal quality is not sufficient for an Xcrystal quality is not sufficient for an X--ray ray 

structure solutionstructure solution

Need for Higher Quality Protein CrystalsNeed for Higher Quality Protein Crystals



�� Membrane ProteinsMembrane Proteins

�� Comprise ~60% of all past drug targetsComprise ~60% of all past drug targets

�� Predicted to comprise ~60% of all future drug targetsPredicted to comprise ~60% of all future drug targets

�� Estimate of total number of membrane protein drug Estimate of total number of membrane protein drug 

targets that have not been crystallized (membrane targets that have not been crystallized (membrane 

proteins + complexes with membrane proteins) is in proteins + complexes with membrane proteins) is in 

excess of 1,000excess of 1,000

Need for Higher Quality Protein CrystalsNeed for Higher Quality Protein Crystals



Microgravity Protein Crystallization RationaleMicrogravity Protein Crystallization Rationale

�� Minimization of buoyancyMinimization of buoyancy--induced convectioninduced convection

�� Slower crystal growth ratesSlower crystal growth rates

�� Crystallization characteristics in a diffusionCrystallization characteristics in a diffusion--dominated molecular transport dominated molecular transport 

environment:environment:

1. Preference for lower1. Preference for lower--order versus higherorder versus higher--order aggregates contributing to      order aggregates contributing to      

crystal growth resulting in natural selection of a more homogenecrystal growth resulting in natural selection of a more homogeneous protein ous protein 

population participating in crystalline lattice formation (i.e. population participating in crystalline lattice formation (i.e. higher quality higher quality 

crystals)crystals)

2. Higher quality crystals with fewer lattice defects results2. Higher quality crystals with fewer lattice defects results in extension of crystal in extension of crystal 

growth phase (larger crystals)growth phase (larger crystals)

3. Quiescent environment results in fewer nucleation events t3. Quiescent environment results in fewer nucleation events thereby promoting hereby promoting 

growth of larger crystalsgrowth of larger crystals

4. Minimization of crystal sedimentation (reduces crystal sur4. Minimization of crystal sedimentation (reduces crystal surface defects; more face defects; more 

uniform growth in each crystal dimension) uniform growth in each crystal dimension) 
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Human Insulin CrystalsHuman Insulin Crystals

EarthEarth--growngrown

SpaceSpace--growngrown



 

Large single crystal of photosystem I, 

grown in the space shuttle Columbia 

during the USML-2 Mission (Fromme, P et. 

al. , “Crystallization of Photosynthetic Membrane 
Proteins”,  Membrane Protein Crystallization, ed. L. 

DeLucas. Vol. 63. 2009: Associated Press)

•• Microgravity crystals obtained for Microgravity crystals obtained for 

photosystemphotosystem--I were the largest crystals I were the largest crystals 

ever obtained yielding an xever obtained yielding an x--ray structural ray structural 

solution at 3.2 angstroms (at that time solution at 3.2 angstroms (at that time 

best earthbest earth--grown crystals diffracted to 5 grown crystals diffracted to 5 

angstroms)angstroms)

“The crystals grown under microgravity were up to 20 times larger than all crystals 

grown on earth previously.  The largest microgravity-grown crystal was 4mm long 

and 1.5 mm in diameter.  The native data collected from a microgravity-grown 

crystal formed the basis for the improved crystal structure of PSI at 4 angstroms 

resolution”

quote by Dr. Petra Fromme
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Success rate as a function of flights
 

Protein Crystallization Success Rates versus Mission Protein Crystallization Success Rates versus Mission 

Duration Duration 

Judge, R.A., et. al., Judge, R.A., et. al., ““Extracting Trends from Two Decades of Microgravity Extracting Trends from Two Decades of Microgravity 

Macromolecular Crystallization HistoryMacromolecular Crystallization History””, (2005), , (2005), Acta Cryst. DActa Cryst. D, p. 763, p. 763--771771.

Review Publication: 63 Space Shuttle flights by more than 150 investigators from the international 

scientific community (Kundrot, C.E., et. al., “Microgravity and Macromolecular Crystallography”, (2001), Crystal Growth and Design, vol 1, No. 1, p. 87-

99): 

•179 proteins flown prior to STS-95, 36 proteins (20%) obtained the highest diffraction resolution to 

date from the microgravity-grown crystals.  

•Direct correlation between success rates and the number of times a protein is flown 

• Of 81 proteins that flew only once, only two showed increased diffraction quality. In contrast, 

more than 50% of the proteins that had four flight opportunities produced crystals with 

increased diffraction quality.

•The magnitude of the diffraction improvement varied significantly but in more than 50% of the cases, 

the microgravity-grown crystals resulted in at least a doubling of the amount of diffraction data. 

Kundrot, C.E., et. al., “Microgravity and Macromolecular 

Crystallography”, (2001), Crystal Growth and Design, vol 1, No. 1, 

p. 87-99.



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

�� Control ExperimentsControl Experiments

�� Protein batchProtein batch

�� XX--ray source used ray source used 

�� Analysis date for controls versus flight samplesAnalysis date for controls versus flight samples

�� Number of crystals analyzed for each proteinNumber of crystals analyzed for each protein

�� Growth timeGrowth time

�� Optimum conditions for microgravity versus Optimum conditions for microgravity versus 

11--G control experiments G control experiments 





STC Protein Crystallization Experiment ChambersSTC Protein Crystallization Experiment Chambers





HDPCG Growth Cell Assembly, cont.HDPCG Growth Cell Assembly, cont.

HD Access Cap Triple O-Ring Containment

Protein Insert

• Access to the protein insert is obtained by unscrewing the Access Cap.

• The Protein Insert can be removed from the block without having to disassemble the whole block.

• Both the Access Cap and Protein Insert are molded from optical grade low vapor permeability    

plastic for clarity.





Protein Inserts AvailableProtein Inserts Available for Flightfor Flight

10µ liter

Pinning Edge

� 4 Versions are currently available for Flight.

� Made from molded optical grade, low vapor permeability plastic.

� Pinning edge will restrict drop from wicking up the walls while in micro-gravity.

40µ liter 20µ liter 5µ liter



Sample Loading prior to Launch, LSample Loading prior to Launch, L--2424



Sample Preparation, LSample Preparation, L--2424





RealReal--time ISS HDPCG Crystal Observationtime ISS HDPCG Crystal Observation

CPCG-V, Commercial Protein Crystal Growth –

Video

The CPCG-V Hardware is the sister project of the 

CPCG-HM Hardware, providing real-time crystal

observations of the individual experiments for 

analysis on the ground by Co-Investigators.  

Experimenters can log on to the UAB/CBSE Website 

for up to date jpeg images as they are received from

the ISS.  Each Experimenter is provided a Username

and password to access only their images.

Lysozyme crystals

Being grown in a 

20µl HDPCG Protein

Insert.


